A mathematical model for statistical estimate of the bias and noise in satellite retrievals of atmospheric profiles and a case study are presented. The model allows accurate validation of actual performance of the remote sensing system while in orbit by comparing its measurements to correlative data sets, e. g. radiosonde network. The model accounts for the following factors: (i) The satellite and validating systems sample volumes of the atmosphere at times and locations that are not exactly co-located. (ii) The validated and validating systems have different characteristics, e. g. different vertical resolution and noise level. All the above factors cause apparent difference between the data to be compared. The presented model makes the comparison accurate by allowing for the differences. To demonstrate its practicability we present the case study that involves the radiosonde data from three stations: ARM Tropical Western Pacific (0. 
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric sounders, i. e. instruments remotely measuring atmospheric thermodynamic parameters and constituents are important source of data for numerous practical and scientific applications. They compose the key component of the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) 1 . To be usable the data from satellite sounders must be validated in a sense that their relation to the true state of the atmosphere is known with statistically estimated error. Thus, we define the validation as an activity whose purpose is to estimate the error of the sounder during its operation.
In the context of current work the term atmospheric sounder implies satellite-borne instrument, but the presented validation methodology and practical technique can be applied to any remote sensing system which needs to be validated. In the process of designing, pre-launch testing, and calibration of a measurement system nominal relations between the true state and measurement results are established. Following Clive Rodgers 2 we call this characterization and error analysis. After launch the actual errors may differ from the errors established during pre-launch analysis. That may be caused by changes in the instrument performance, by inaccuracy in atmospheric radiative transfer modeling, etc. Thus, special efforts should be made to validate the sounding results during the in-orbit phase of the satellite system.
One of the ways to do the validation is to perform a proper comparison of satellite data with an independently acquired reference data set. The reference system can be in situ air-borne, e. g . radiosondes 3, 4 , air-borne remote 5 , or space-borne 6 . Because a remote sounder measures some function of the atmosphere-surface state 2 , the ideal validation would be straightforward comparison of the data from the system to be validated with the data from a validating system which samples exactly the same atmospheric state, and has identical characterization but negligible errors. Unfortunately, on many occasions this approach is not feasible. As a rule, the systems have different characteristics, non-negligible noise, and perform their measurements at, maybe, close but different times and locations. This type of measurements we will call correlative measurements.
It has been demonstrated 7 that even when two different systems perform the measurements on the same state of the atmosphere, sensible comparison can not be reduced to simple straightforward point-by-point analysis of differences Proper statistical methods should be used instead. In practice, the situation is more complex and two factors must be taken into account: (i) the systems perform their measurements at different time and location; (ii) the systems have different characteristics, i. e. they sample the atmosphere differently on a vertical and horizontal scales. Both factors cause additional error and must be accounted for. The error caused by the first factor we will call state non-coincidence error; it is caused by atmospheric spatial nonuniformity and temporal variation. The error caused the second factor we will call characteristic difference error and it is associated with the difference between measurement systems hardware and processing.
The goal of this work is twofold: (i) Develop a theoretical model and practical technique for validation of satellite sounders by correlative measurements; the model takes into account state non-coincidence error, characteristic difference error as well as finite accuracy and precision of the validating system (Sections 1 through 4); (ii) Demonstrate practicability of the technique on real data (Section 5). We will mostly follow the terminology and notations used by Rodgers 2, 7, 8, 9 . In particular in equations, bold lower case symbols denote column vectors, e. g. x , upper case bold typeface is used for matrices, e. g. S , and regular italicized font is reserved for scalars.
MODEL FOR MEASUREMENTS
For the retrieved profile in linear approximation we can writê 
CORRELATION MODEL
In this section we will analyze the statistical correlation between two ensembles of true atmospheric states in the case when they are separated in time and space, as well as correlation between the ensembles of measurements in the case when they are performed on the same state but the measurement systems have different characteristics.
State non-coincidence error and correlation between true states.
Consider the first system (the system to be validated) performing its measurement on the ensemble of true states 1
For the cross-covariances the following relations are true and 
The term x can be interpreted as random state non-coincidence error. 
where is a p p diagonal matrix of p non-zero eigenvalues and L is the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors. Addressing the problem of comparison of measured signals Rodgers 7 indicated that different instruments typically measure different physical quantities, have different weighting functions and, moreover, it may happen that they do not measure any subspace of state space in common. To resolve this issue he analyzed linear combinations of the weighting functions that are similar enough for useful comparison. In the current work we will use the correlative approach, the same one as we used for the analysis of the relation between true states.
Measurements of the same state by two systems are described by the following equations: The term can be interpreted as random characteristic difference error; is measurement correlation matrix. The solution only exists if the matrix is nonsingular. In case of its singularity, likewise in equation (3.7), the pseudo-inverse can be used: 
MODEL FOR VALIDATION
In this section using correlative model from the previous chapter we will derive the equations for statistical characteristics of the validation error as well as practical formulas for their estimate based on sample measurements.
The correlative measurements performed by two systems can be described by the following equations: The target parameter of the present study is the error of the validated (the first) system. In the process of validation we need to estimate based on correlative measurements. 
A (x -x )
Let's present the term in the form ) where is bias in the correlative measurements.
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The mean value of the validation error sets the limit for the attainable accuracy of the validation. If in the process of validation a sample of N measurements is taken then the estimate of the bias of the validated system is the sample mean: and . They can be estimated using equations (4.11), (4.12), and (4.13) with associated formulas, and a priori statistical characteristics of the true state ensembles. In the following section we will give an example of practical implementation of the developed validation model. sondes are launched every 6 hours and at the TWP site every 12 hours. In the following consideration we assume that the radiosonde profiles accurately represent the true state.
For each station the data were de-seasonalized and then from the whole set of available profiles for a particular we constructed two ensembles such that each sonde in the first ensemble had at least one reciprocal sonde in the second 
S ( ) .
Some results of the calculations are presented in the Figures 1 -3 . The color panels in Figure 1 illustrate the magnitude of the variations and the off-diagonal structure illustrates the correlation between levels.
Temperature Auto-covariance Log P (mb) The rms error can be used as a simple quantitative metric for the state non-coincidence error. It would be natural to expect that spatial and temporal characteristics of the state non-coincidence error are different at different climate zones. The considered sites represent tropics (TWP), continental climate (SGP), and temperate mid-latitude climate (LND). To illustrate the differences the rms error for all three considered sites and for the most interesting for validation time intervals 12 hours are presented in the Figure 2 . In the Figure 3 we present more aggregated characteristic illustrating temporal dependence of the rms in the free troposphere (800 -300 mb), and in the boundary layer (surface -800 mb).
One can see that at SGP site the rms error exhibits almost linear behavior when 6 h with a slope 0.42 K h -1 in free troposphere and 0.63 K h -1 in the boundary layer; the absolute value of intercept in both cases does not exceed 0.1 K. For LND site we don't have the data with 6 h ; therefore, we make an assumption that at LND for 6 h the error can also be approximated linearly with zero intercept and the slope 0.24 K h -1 in free troposphere and 0.32 K h -1 in the boundary layer. SGP 800 -300 mb LND 800 -300 mb SGP surface -800 mb LND surface -800 mb Fig. 3 . The rms error averaged in layers: triangles and dashed lines are for mid and upper troposphere (800 -300 mb); circles and solid lines are for boundary layer (surface -800 mb). Color indicates the site: green is for SGP, blue is for LND.
Validation Error.
Three factors contribute to the random component of the total validation error (see equation (4.10)), i. e. state noncoincidence, instrument difference and measurement noise. In the current study we neglect the smoothing of the true temperature profile by radiosonde. Then the equations (3.8) and (3.9) for measurements take the form Based on the performed analysis we estimated a random component of the validation error for IASI and AIRS instrument overpasses at TWP, SGP and LND sites. The results are presented in the Figure 6 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In the presented work we developed the theoretical basis and practical technique which are needed to properly validate atmospheric sounders by correlative measurements with the presence of non-coincidence and instrument characteristic differences. The developed approach requires prior to validation knowledge of statistical characteristics of the atmospheric states on which the measurements are performed as well as characteristics of the systems, i. e. their averaging kernels. The technique provides the recipe for calculation of the linear estimate of the measurements of the validated sounder as well as its error. In the case study we demonstrated the practicability of the approach by applying it to real radiosonde data. The developed approach can be used for interpretation of the results of different validation activities as well as for the purposes of planning.
